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More from Annie O’Brien Gonzales
In the November/December issue of Cloth Paper Scissors, Annie O’Brien Gonzales 

walks readers through creating an abstract intuitive painting, using acrylics and oil 

paint. In “Abstract Intuitive Painting,” she discusses her process, along with offering 

insight into creating abstract art and how to review the elements of your painting.  

 

Read on for more information from Annie on critiquing your artwork.

Critiquing Your 
Own Work 
By Annie O’Brien Gonzales
We all need to learn to critique our own work 

as objectively as possible. The more you cast 

a critical eye on your work, the easier it will 

become to see what it needs. 

Pay special attention to your first thoughts when 

you step back and look at your artwork—there’s 

usually a message there. It helps to leave a piece 

for a bit and come back to it, especially if it’s 

late in the day or you are tired. You will be much 

more objective if you come back to it when your 

mind and your eyes are fresh. 

Here are some tricks to help you critique your 

artwork:

•	 Use	the	across-the-room	test.	Hang	up	your	

art, walk across the room, turn around, and pay 

attention to your first response. Does the piece 

excite you? Is it boring? Is there something 

grabbing your attention, but not in a good way? 

Is it something you want to fix?

•	 Take	a	photo	of	the	painting	and	look	at	it	on	

the computer—problems will jump out at you. Try 

looking at it in black and white to check values.

•	 Use	a	mirror	to	look	at	your	painting	in	

reverse. Weird compositional problems may 

jump out at you.

•	 Turn	the	painting	upside	down––does	the	

composition still read?

•	 View	it	outside—no	matter	how	good	your	

studio lighting may be, colors look different 

outdoors.

•	 Before	you	radically	alter	your	art,	put	it	away	

for a while. Come back and look at it in a week or 

so, and see if you still feel like making changes.
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Critique 
Your Painting 
Using	Design	
Principles
Composition: Is the overall composition 

interesting? 

Unity: Do the design elements work in 

harmony to create a whole? Or 

does it look like several people worked 

on the painting?

Pattern: Do the symbols or elements in 

the design work, or look too arbitrary? 

Would more or less of them be better?

Rhythm and movement: Does the 

composition lead your eye around the 

painting? Does the composition have a 

rhythm to it?

Balance: Does the composition convey 

a sense of equilibrium? Or is it out of 

balance? 

Scale: Does the scale of the painting 

work? Would it have more of an impact 

if it were smaller or larger?

Emphasis: What and where is the 

emphasis in the painting, and is it what 

you intended? 

Positive/negative space: Are the positive 

and negative spaces varied and 

interesting? 

* Excerpt from Bold, Expressive Painting 

by Annie O’Brien Gonzales


